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Profile
Developer by passion with specific skills in client-server applications, and
a strong background in software engineering in general. Engaged
throughout the whole software development process, constantly
focusing on the user's satisfaction by providing efficient solutions in
software design and implementation. Currently involved, as technical
leader, in several projects and consultancy activities, I am looking for a
challenging position in an Agile development team highly motivated and
offering opportunities for career advancement.

Experience
CSTB - Senior R&D engineer – 2010 / now
Working in a fast paced environment and producing a high volume of
applications. Polyglot web developer, I am responsible for developing
high skilled applications with agility, dealing both with big consortia and a
small technical team.
CSTB - R&D engineer – 2006 / 2010
Involvement as a technical solution provider in several EC funded R&D
projects and consultancy activities.
Open source software - Author, member, contributor - 2004 / now
I’ve always pushed myself in personal projects and open source
applications. Since 2010, I am a member of the Woko framework, a full
stack web framework for Java/JEE applications. More information is
available on my GitHub page.
Nice-Sophia Antipolis University – 2008 / 2010
POO and IHM teacher in Licence MIAGE, 110 hours per year.

Education
MIAGE - Nice-Sophia Antipolis University - 2003 / 2006
Master degree in software engineering and management.
IUT - Nice-Sophia Antipolis University - 2001 / 2003
Two years Technical degree in Computer Science.

Technology radar
- Languages & Frameworks:
- Ruby, Ruby on Rails
- Java, JEE, Groovy, Spring, Hibernate, Stripes, Woko, Junit
- Javascript, NodeJS, JQuery, AngularJs, ReactJS
- Less, Sass, CSS, Bootstrap, Foundation
- Platforms: Heroku, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Parse, S3, OSGi
- Techniques: Agile, REST, Continuous integration, Continuous delivery
- Tools: Git, SVN, GitHub, GitLab, RedMine, Capistrano, Bamboo,
Jenkins, Travis CI, Postman, Selenium, Jekyll, Maven

